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Acquisitions  

3D Systems Completes Acquisition of Xerox’s Oregon Based Solid Ink Engineering and Development 

Teams 

2 January 2014 

 

3D Systems announced that it completed the acquisition of Xerox’s solid ink engineering and 

development teams and state of the art development labs and relevant patent portfolio for $32.5 million 

in cash. The company expects the acquisition of these highly specialized printer design and material 

science teams together with their labs and relevant IP to catapult its printers’ development and 

manufacturing capabilities a full decade forward and to substantially accelerate its revenue growth-rate 

over time.    

 

“This bold step is consistent with our belief that we must act quickly and decisively to extend and 

cement our marketplace leadership position and leverage unique opportunities to bring affordable, high 

performance new products to market years ahead of what would have been possible to accomplish 

organically," said Avi Reichental 3D Systems’ President and CEO. 

 

As part of this agreement, 3DS added more than 100 experienced Xerox engineers and contractors 

specializing in product design and materials science to its global R&D team and plans to immediately 

begin to operate its own facility within the Xerox Wilsonville campus. 

 

In connection with this strategic investment, 3DS expects to increase its annual R&D expenditures over 
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the next few years by approximately 75% to 100% from its full-year 2013 R&D expense as it completes 

certain Xerox related engineering services commitments and fully leverages its expanded capabilities, 

and expects to realize net revenue benefits by the fourth quarter of 2014. 

 

“The stronger our marketplace leadership, the more powerful our economic model becomes,” continued 

Reichental. “Simply put, a solidified position translates directly to higher revenue, higher profitability 

and greater earnings power over time and we are willing to sacrifice short term earnings to get there 

faster." 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Events News 

Cadence Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer Geoff Ribar to Present at the Needham 

Growth Conference 

2 January 2014 

 

WHO: Geoff Ribar, senior vice president and chief financial officer, Cadence Design Systems, Inc.  

 

WHAT: Geoff Ribar will speak at the Needham Growth Conference at The New York Palace hotel in 

New York.  Ribar will provide an overview of the company and participate in a question and answer 

session with analysts and investors. 

 

WHEN: Ribar's address will be available live via on-demand webcast at 10:00 a.m. EST on Thursday, 

Jan. 16, 2014. The presentation will be archived on the Cadence website and available for replay 

through 8 p.m. EST on Thursday, Apr. 10, 2014. 

 

WHERE: The webcast will be available online at: 

www.cadence.com/company/investor_relations/pages/default.aspx 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Financial News  

Infor to Hold Investor Conference Call to Discuss Q2 Fiscal Year 2014 Results 

3 January 2014 

 

Infor today announced that it will host an investor conference call to discuss Q2 fiscal year 2014 results 

for current holders of Infor securities and other interested parties on Friday, January 10, at 11 a.m. 

Eastern time. Materials and dial-in details will be available at www.infor.com/company/investor-

information/ after 8 a.m. Eastern time Friday, January 10. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Product News 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. Announces the v15.0.0 Release of the ANSA & µETA Pre- & Post-

Processing Suite 

30 December 2013 

 

BETA CAE System S.A. announces the release of v15.0.0 of ANSA / µETA pre- and post- processing 

suite. 

 

New tools and features enhance the capabilities of ANSA / µETA as part of their continuous effort to 

further empower your CAE working ways through our market-leading pre- and post-processing suite. 

The new version of our software raises the bar of effecient CAE processes to even higher levels. 

 

The plan 

BETA CAE System is committed in delivering improved and enhanced software releases, the soonest 

possible, in order to meet the requirement of their customers for the continuous improvement of their 

experience and work. Therefore, they are working in releasing new software versions with code 

corrections, new software features and enhancements, in regular, frequent intervals. 

 A major software version is released every year. The major version v15.0.0 is made available 

at the beginning of the year. 

 First point releases, such as v15.1.0, v15.2.0 and so on, with code corrections but also with 

additional software features and enhancements are released every three months. 

 Second point releases, such as v15.2.1, v15.2.2, mainly with code corrections only upon their 

parent first point release, are scheduled on a monthly basis. 

 Each software release is accompanied by a detailed description of the introduced corrections 

and/or additions so that our customers can decide whether it is critical to implement this 

release in their environment. 

 

http://www.infor.com/
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This release 

This release of v15.0.0 introduces new software tools and features and also code corrections on v14x. 

 

Enhancements in ANSA 

General 

A full screen view mode has been added offering greater graphics area to preview the models. Properties 

can now be drawn with different features (shadow, wire, perimeters). 

 

A new tool identifies automatically rib areas of FE elements and then either isolates them or assigns 

them to a different property id. Additionally, reading and writing compressed (*.gz) files is also now 

available. 

 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.beta-

cae.gr/news/20131230_announcement_ansa_meta_v15.0.0.htm 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. introduces SPDRM  

30 December 2013 

 

Addressing the problem of contemporary CAE community to integrate data, processes and resources, 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. brings forth a new solution for driving high quality and efficient virtual 

product development procedures. 

 

This new software tool, the Simulation, Process, Data & Resources Manager (SPDRM), provides a 

simple and intuitive way to capture, deploy and manage CAE process workflows by integrating the 

resources, the tools and the data associated with these.  

 

Reflecting a deep understanding of the demands of simulation and its role in the enterprise, it couples 

with the enterprise PDM system and integrates CAE into higher level business processes by delivering 

CAE tasks and associated data to analysts, engineers, designers, suppliers and managers. 

 

The architecture and implementation of SPDRM is scalable, so that it can be deployed in different 

levels, such as in team, department or enterprise level. The system requirements are modest and the 

learning curve is smooth. 

 

This new software for the orchestration and mastering of simulation procedures gives breakthrough 

solutions to the bottlenecks faced while using legacy tools. 

 

http://www.beta-cae.gr/news/20131230_announcement_ansa_meta_v15.0.0.htm
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SPDRM brings significant benefits to today's virtual product development, such as: 

 overall process consistency, at all levels 

 standardization of the procedures 

 harmonization of operations throughout the organization but also with its suppliers 

 referability and traceability of data and meta-data, of their modifications and variations 

 reduction of data redundancy 

 process progress monitoring and the effective processes quality management 

 reliable and referable documentation 

 productivity increase thanks to the effective resources management through job delegation to 

available and competent resources 

 repeatability of processes, even when using updated or different datasets and software tools 

 quality improvement of the deliverables 

 increase of confidence to CAE, plus the time and cost reduction of the overall simulation process 

 

CAE workflow management 

Using SPDRM’s "process designer" the user can define simple actions, organize them into sub-

processes, define their dependencies and associate these with the existing resources (human or other). 

 

SPDRM automatically informs workflow actors about their assignments, communicates the correct data 

among actions and monitors their progress, giving a clear visualization of the workflow status. 

 

Data management 

Pre-processing data, result files, reports and CAE library files are stored in the SPDRM vault and are 

organized according to the Enterprise-specific data model: Different projects, releases, product variants, 

load-cases, CAE loops and runs are presented in a rational manner, allowing the effortless identification 

of the right data. 

 

SPDRM data management tools ensure data security: Data access is configurable on user and group 

level, data recovery is possible and the database is handled in a centralized manner at an Enterprise 

level. 

 

Furthermore, ANSA, from v15.0.0 onwards has direct access to the SPDRM data repository through its 

Data Management functionality. The SPDRM-ANSA integration enables secure user authentication, fast 

response to complex queries and privilege-based access to a wider spectrum of CAE data. 

 

Resources management 

Human resources can be registered in SPDRM directly from the Enterprise User Database system or can 

be created straight in the resources management console. In the end, individual user or group access 
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rights are specified to data objects such as files or processes, in the known form of read-write-execute. 

Non-human resources like applications are also registered in SPDRM in order to be readily available for 

use through the process designer. 

 

Supported platforms and System Requirements 

The server software of SPDRM is currently available on Linux 64bits. The MS Windows flavour or the 

server software will be also made available soon. 

 

The client software of SPDRM are running under 64bit flavours of Linux and MS Windows. 

 

The software requires a different license key to the rest of the products of BETA CAE Systems. This 

license key should be incorporated into the same license file, if such is already installed, and requires 

beta_lm, the proprietary license manager of BETA CAE Systems. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Viewpoint for Project Collaboration Mobile Application Now Available 

31 December 2013 

 

Viewpoint Construction Software® has released the Project Docs application for Viewpoint For Project 

Collaboration customers allowing all project workers from field teams, architects and senior 

management the ability to easily share and mange documents and photos from their Viewpoint For 

Project Collaboration solution on a mobile device at no additional cost. 

 

Viewpoint recognizes that construction project teams are continuously away from the office and on the 

road or at the job site, and by providing access to their project collaboration data helps enable more 

efficient and cost effective project completion. The Project Docs application is free to download for 

current Viewpoint For Project Collaboration customers on the Google Play Store for Android devices 

and on the iTunes Store for an Apple® iPad® or iPhone®. 

 

“This new mobile product showcases our continued commitment to deliver new capabilities and value 

that help customers realize greater success with their projects,” commented Rob Humphreys, Vice 

President of Product Management at Viewpoint. “We designed the application to be easy to use – a 

natural extension of the Viewpoint For Project Collaboration environment – which allows users to 

quickly respond to an RFI, change order or issue, or begin a discussion and review wherever their 

workday takes them.” 

 

The Project Docs mobile application includes: 

 Easily navigate to a project site, project or sub-project 

 Create and modify new tasks, revise documents such as RFIs, issues, change orders and respond 

to tasks and discussions 

http://www.viewpointcs.com/Products/Viewpoint-For-Project-Collaboration.aspx
http://www.viewpointcs.com/Products/Viewpoint-For-Project-Collaboration.aspx
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fourprojects.viewpoint
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/project-docs/id777868038?ls=1&mt=8
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 Easily view details of a user/organization, including contact details 

 Snap photos and easily upload to your projects 

 Quick access to project information with drill down capabilities; application remembers favorite 

areas visited allowing users to revisit them quickly 

 At-a-glance screen with items needing your attention helps to manage tasks 
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